New Perspectives On Microsoft Access 2013, Introductory
With proven pedagogy that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives helps students develop the Microsoft Office 2013 skills they need to be successful in college and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Access 2013 continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping students understand why what they’re learning is important.
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I needed this book for a class. The video tutorials my teacher provides have been much more helpful than the book. It’s structure is not intuitive and seems poorly organized. Every page is very busy with content.

If you are wanting to use this for a college class or anything of the sort DO NOT GET THIS BOOK!!!!!!! This book is incomplete as it only has 8 of 12 tutorials so I had to go and individually rent the missing 4 chapters for another $28!!!

This book annoying has the same ISBN code as the comprehensive. Did not realize this until 2/3rd
of the way through the class...Do NOT order this book if you are completing a full class. ONLY has tutorials 1-8; it's supposed to have 1-12

I bought this book new and when it came in the insert with the key had been ripped out. Essentially they sent me a used copy that was sold as new. The only recourse I was given when asking for help was let me print a return label for you. They flat out ignored my questions about getting just a SAM access key sent to me. Don't bother buying this book from if you can avoid it.

Exactly what I needed for class and no problems!
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